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To whom it may concern: 
 
The Lima Stock Exchange appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Principles of 
Corporate Governance, we believe that the improvement of this guide will strengthen the 
capital market and encourage greater adoption of good corporate governance practices. 
 
 
Without another particular we remain attentive to any comment. 
 
Best regards, 
 

 
 
 
 

Miguel Ángel Zapatero Alba 

CEO 

Lima Stock Exchange 

 
 
  



 

 
Specific comments 
 

1. “…Many companies rely on technology vendors to handle virtual meetings. It is 
important that such vendors have the necessary professionalism and data handling 
and digital security capacity to support the conduct of fair and transparent 
shareholder meetings that allow for shareholders’ equal participation and 
identification, as well as the confidentiality and security of votes cast prior to the 
meeting….” (p.17) 
 

We recommend considering cyber security instead of digital security, considering that 
digital security implies protecting the online presence (data, identity, assets), while 
cyber security covers more ground, protecting entire networks, computer systems and 
other digital components, and data stored within unauthorized access. Likewise, we 
encourage considering accountability as a feature of these technologies when supporting 
shareholder meetings. 
 
 

2. “…Shareholders, including institutional shareholders, should be allowed to consult 
with each other on issues concerning their basic shareholder rights as defined in the 
Principles, subject to exceptions to prevent abuse…” (p.19) 

 
We consider that it could be suitable to indicate "prevent undesired impacts on market 
efficiency and fairness." Instead of “prevent abuse”. 
 
 

3. “…The use of sustainability indicators in executive remuneration may also warrant 
disclosure that allows investors to assess whether indicators are linked to material 
sustainability risks and incentivize a long-term view…” (p. 19) 

 
We consider that these indicators must be provided at individual and holding levels. 
 
 

4. “Many jurisdictions require or recommend disclosure of the composition of boards, 
including on gender diversity. Such disclosure may also extend to other criteria such 
as age and other demographic characteristics, in addition to professional experience 
and expertise. Some jurisdictions that have established such requirements or 
recommendations in codes also request disclosure on a “comply or explain” basis. 
In some cases, this includes the disclosure of the composition of management 
boards in two-tier board systems, and of executive or other senior management 
positions.” (p. 31) 
 

We recommend that companies should be able to define if they disclosure this information 
at individual or aggregate level / classification. 
  



 

 
5. “Where consistent with jurisdictional requirements, boards may take into account 

the interests of stakeholders, notably when making business decisions in the 
interest of the company’s long-term success and performance. This may help 
companies, for example, to attract productive employees, to be supported by the 
communities in which they operate, and to have more loyal customers, thus creating 
value for their shareholders.”(p.36) 

 
We consider that the term "Stakeholders" needs a clear definition; otherwise it would be 
interpreted too narrow or too broad. 
 
 

6. “...” Many countries also set a maximum tenure for directors to be considered 
independent. It may also be considered good practice to limit the number of 
boards on which a director may serve. (p.41) 

 
We consider this could be a sensitive topic, because the number of directors depends on 
their capacities/availability, the frequency and complexity of board meetings and the level 
of responsibility which may vary between companies. 
 
In addition, we believe that when we refer to "independent", it is necessary a disclosure 
about if there is a characteristic different from the usual or typical definition. 


